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Dan Hall: I would like to start this interview by asking you some general questions about
yourself, where you were born and raised.
Earl Cooley: I was born in Sarpy, Montana, that's about 30 miles from Hardin in the eastern part
of the state. September 26, 1911.
DH: Had you worked with the Forest Service before you became involved in the jumpers
project?
EC: Yes. I had worked three different seasons as fire guard and a lot of road jobs before I
started with the jumpers.
DH: What were the road jobs?
EC: Road job—one year I worked up at Lost Horse the first year. The second year I worked up
around Painted Rock Lakes, and the third summer I was on lookout on the Medicine Point.
DH: What kind of firefighting experience and training did you have before you became a
jumper?
EC: Well, I had been on numerous fires, but we went our first year as a guard, training on
Moose Creek. We hiked in about 30 miles into the Moose Creek Ranger Station and had guard
training there for a couple of weeks. I went from there on the road and every spring when you
first went to work, why you had guard training.
DH: Was the training physically demanding work?
EC: No, it wasn't anything like our work here. We just worked with compasses and our maps
mostly. We didn't have any physical training like they have here now.
DH: How did you come to the decision to become a smoke jumper?
EC: Well mainly, I had started at the University out here in the fall of 1937, '37-'38 year, then
things began to bind a bit on finances more than anything. And this experiment came about
and it just doubled our salary. We were working at about $1,240 a year and this would allow us
$2,300 to start with on this project. That was a higher salary than the ranger got, so it was the
salary mostly that I was interested in. I had never been up in an airplane or I had never seen a
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parachute jumper. I figured if somebody else could do it I could too.
DH: Were you attending school and working for the Forest Service at the same time?
EC: Yes, the first four years I went to the University at the Forestry School I worked summers for
the Forest Service. At that time, it was a little bit rougher and there were very few of the kids in
our class, out of 119 there were only three or four that had ever worked for the Forest Service
before.
DH: Where did your training take place at?
EC: We set up for training at Seeley Lake Ranger Station. We went up there and put up two
tents end by end, 14-by-16 tents for our loft and then we set up three living quarter tents. We
would eat at the ranger station but our training was at, we actually jumped out at Blanchard
Flats. We drove out from Seeley Lake to Blanchard Flats at Clearwater Crossing and that is
where we made our first jumps.
DH: How many training jumps did you have?
EC: We had ten training jumps. Jim Waite and I were the only two who finished our ten jumps
before we went in to Moose Creek. We went into Moose Creek about the 10th of July, right
after the 4th I guess it was. We had ten, the other guys—there was six of us left after we got
through training, the other guys had three or four apiece. One of them had lifted up his feet
and landed on his tail on up at Blanchard Flats and another guy got his arm caught up in the
lines when they were uncoiling and he sprained his arm so he didn't want to make a jump for
quite a little while. We finished our training out at Moose Creek.
DH: Can you tell me about your first fire jump?
EC: Well yes, the first fire jump Ruf [Rufus Robinson] and I were called. Ruf was the squad
leader down there and it just happened to be that we were selected to jump. We had an old
Travel Air and Merle Lundrigan was our project leader. We went out, we got our call on the
12th of July 1940 on the Nez Perce right close to the Martin Creek hot springs. We took off right
into the face of a storm, we had an awful strong wind. We wouldn't jump in it today but at that
time we didn't know any better, I guess. We were actually bouncing around in that Travel Aire
so that we couldn't hardly get down to pick out a spot. We finally picked out a spot, and
[laughs] afterwards we found out it was a damn good thing we didn't hit it because there was
just a big wash, all the dirt had been washed away from the rocks and it was open all right. But
there was great big rocks in there and we both missed the spot so far that it didn't make any
difference. Ruf was sitting on a box, we had an old box by the door where we had the door
taken off of the plane, and he was sitting on this box and he elected to go first. We dropped our
drift chute, and it went down across the first little ridge, two little ridges, three little ridges.
Finally the darn thing went down there, oh, quite a little ways. So Ruf thought he would
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compensate maybe a quarter of a mile and when he came around and jumped why he went
over the spot kicking his feet trying to loose elevation, he went over the next two ridges. He
went down quite a ways, and he told me, he said he saw the drift chute land but I never did. It
went on down the canyon there.
Anyway, he called in and told me, we had these little S-J radio sets, don't have much better
than that right now actually, but we had these little S-Js they weighed about eight pounds and
we had them in our pants pocket. He called on the radio and told me to get up farther. So when
I went up further I compensated pert near a half a mile, I got up there and jumped out. The
wind was blowing and I guess I didn't make too good of an exit from the plane and my lines
twisted up. They twisted up around the back of my neck and I couldn't get them undone for a
long ways down and actually I came down beyond a little hill. But just about 200 or 300 feet
from the ground I figured I had better get my emergency out. So I reached over to get my
emergency and went to work on that. I started to spin around, and my lines loosened up and I
got a full canopy. But then I started floating out of there about 20 miles, and hour just way
down across the dry lodgepoles. I saw a big green spot and I just had time to just whip around, I
saw that big green spot, so I swung around and headed right into it. It was a big old spruce tree.
I was moving so fast that when I hit the side of the spruce tree I just went right through the
branches. But my chute hung on to the other side, when I got back they told us to never grab
any branches, but boy I was grabbing branches. That spruce had limbs clear to the ground and I
got on one and tied that rope on my parachute and dropped it down, but I didn't figure that
chute was solid enough on the side of the tree to trust it there for very long. So I climbed down
the tree and went to retrieve my chute. I gave that tree a little shake and that chute came right
down out of that tree. If I had come down with it I would have come down with it and it was
100 feet to the ground, which would have been a pretty good tumble.
There was a trail crew coming in that was about a half a mile from us, but they saw, when they
saw me my chute was still trailing behind me and they swore to Christ that I had hit the ground.
They said they saw that chute hit the ground. I said no, you didn't see the parachute hit the
ground. Yeah, they said they was over there where they could see it and we saw it hit. But what
happened was that it went right down over a little ridge and out of sight from them and they
thought that I had kept right on going down. That night we went on down. Then I met Ruf and
they dropped our cargo chutes out. When they went to drop our cargo chutes out, we had a
seven-by-seven burlap [chute]. Merle caught his foot up in one of the lines there, and he was
pulled right out on the step of the Travel Air. He grabbed on the plane with both hands when he
went out. He wedged his feet in the door, didn't have a spotter's chute on, and just scared the
tar out of him. The pilot straightened the plane back up and got him back inside. He dropped
the next cargo out right where we were. But he had just one fire pack on that load, so he
dropped that on out and we took that one on down to the fire.
Then we got the fire out and a trench pert near around it and I heard some horse bells. I went
up to see where they were. This trail crew was there, and they were still looking around the
brush for that chute. They said they know that it went all the way down. I said no it didn't, you
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are looking right here at the carcass in it because it never hit the ground. They camped there
that night and we went on down to finish up the fire and they come on down and picked us up
in the morning. In the morning when the packer came in to pack us out, why Ruf and I started
to cut across to this hot springs. The packer had to go down along the trail and he would come
out on the creek right by us. But when we went down to this hot springs there was a little rock
where that water washed down over the rocks and made a little cove back in there. Just a
regular little shower cabinet. We figured we would take our shower; it was warm water. Ruf
was in there taking a shower and I was sitting on a rock feeding the fish, there was some fish
there and I was feeding them K-rations which is an awful thing to feed a fish. While I was sitting
there here come this three-point bull elk down off the hi l and run right up into that shower
cabinet. His horns were about, I don't think he was more than four inches from Ruf when he
stopped and actually seen Ruf in there. They had been used to coming down off the hill and run
right up into that lick, licking that warm water. He never thought of Ruf being in there. He got
right up, pert near to Ruf, and Ruf let a bellow out of him. Well, he couldn't turn around in
there, there wasn't room. He just turned over and flip flopped right on out of there. He just
went up about 50 feet up on the hill and sat there and watched us. [laughs] That was an odd
thing. I went on to Tony point with the packer and Ruf went on down to Three Lengths cabin
and on out to Moose Creek and got down to Moose creek that night. I went on with Howard
Engel our packer and went around the Tony Point lookout, and we stayed at the lookout
overnight. It was dark by the time we got around there. Then I put all the equipment on the
horses and mules and took it on down to Moose Creek the next day.
DH: How long did it take you to get back to Moose Creek? From the time you got out of the
plane to your arrival at Moose Creek?
EC: Oh, we were only gone about—I think it was the third day that I got back to Moose Creek.
About the shortest fire run that we had because it wasn't a big fire. It was just a little smoke,
but it was actually the first fire that we ever jumped on.
DH: How did you and Rufus feel about being the first ones to jump on a fire?
EC: I don't think it ever entered our minds much. I know it didn't Ruf and it didn't seem—I mean
I didn't think much about it. I thought that was what we trained for. It was what we were doing.
I didn't realize at that time that it was going to be an issue someday, but I guess we knew that
somebody had to do it. It just happened to be that I was picked to go with Ruf, or Ruf was
picked to go with me, one of the two. We got to cover the first one.
DH: How did you decide who was going to be the first one out of the plane?
EC: Well, I don’t know. We just kind of—I think our instructor was there, and I think Ruf had
went over to Region 6 that spring and had taken his training. I had taken mine up here so I
figured Ruf would be the—he was in there as kind of a squad leader and [unintelligible].
Generally the squad leader is the first one out of the plane. I always liked to be when I jumped
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on a fire. I always like to jump first and see how the rest of them made it out.
DH: How about your fellow jumpers? How did they react to you and Rufus being the first ones
out?
EC: No, I guess they kind of accepted that because there was only six of us and Ruf was—we
were in at Moose Creek and that was my, been my station and Ruf was also there so I think that
the ranger was kind of the project leader and I think he just selected us as the appropriate ones
to jump on it. So we were the ones that made it. Jim Waite and Jim Alexander jumped out on
the Clearwater on Lizard Creek on the second fire jumped.
DH: What did your friends think about your job as a smoke jumper?
EC: Oh, I don't know. The school, the university, when I come back that first fall after 1940 why
they put quite an article about it in the journal or in the Forestry…What the hell did they call it?
I don't remember, whatever it is. They put quite a deal in there on it but oh there wasn't much
commotion raised. They thought at first, the first report they got in was that one of our chutes
didn't open and hit the ground. But we made it to the ground all right.
DH: How about your family?
EC: Well, [pauses] my mother didn't like it at all but the rest of them, it was all right with them. I
always told here that if anything happens I would send her a card. When we was making a jump
in there for…Let’s see. What was that other movie outfit? It wasn't Twentieth Century Fox, it
was…Well, any way they came in to take pictures. We built a little smoke pot there and we
were supposed to jump over this tall timber down toward that little smoke pot they had in the
brush. I come on in over the tall timber all right, right on the spot. Dick Lynch followed me out,
and I come down over this tall timber and I got to dodging those big trees and I was just about
getting through all of them down to where I was ready to drop down to where the smoke pot
was. I swung around one tree and hit the top of another. The top was just about at my belly
button. I grabbed the top and it broke off. As soon as it broke off why, the air left my chute and
I started down the tree. Well, I couldn't grab any limbs that was big enough to hold me so I
went clear down through the limbs. I got down to about the last 30 feet from where there were
no limbs. The last branch was a big giant branch and I hit that I know with my head and
shoulders and broke that branch off. It left a little stub on the tree. I was a'kicking into the tree
and I figured I had about had it all right, because I didn't have any way to grab any limbs or
anything. I was out of limbs and I had about another 30 or 40 feet and I was gain' pretty fast. As
the saying goes I reached into my hip pocket and I was going to get that card and write to my
mother. The rim of our Eagle's had a line going all the way around it, and that little line caught
over that darn snag and picked me up just about eight feet from the ground and just swung me
nice and easy. Never fell at all. Sure, scared the tar out of me. They didn't get…Oh, Paramount
Pictures I guess is what I was thinking of earlier, not Twentieth Century Fox.
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Well, what else do you have there?
DH: Were there any mistakes made in training by yourself or any of your fellow jumpers?
EC: Well, we made mistakes. God, we made plenty of them. The first thing our instructor did
was went downtown and talked to a doctor. He come out and tried to get us to drop stiff
legged and land on our heels. That is the worst damn thing you can do, and we told him it was.
Ruf and I wouldn't do it that way and those that did never jumped over once or twice that way.
To land on your heels, Jesus that is the worst way you can land. If you want to tear yourself to
pieces. Ruf and I didn't land that way and then we made up a lot of other things. Jim Waite, the
first jump he made up there he got right up in the top of this big tree. We had 100-foot rope
coiled up, but we also had a little six-foot rope wrapped around that and that is what we used
to get down under our ankles and lift it up to make our let downs out of a snag. When he got up
in the top of that tree why he grabbed that rope out of his pocket and got a hold of that short
piece and gave it a flip. The big rope went down on the ground and he didn't have anything but
that six-foot rope to come down on. He had to climb down a pine tree, and he did about that
same thing I had done, run out of limbs about the last 20 feet. He tried to get his fingers into
the bark and go down the bark. He scratched his belly and his arms and finally fell the last 15
feet. Didn't hurt him any, he went and got his other partner who was also in the top of a tree. A
lot of our work in the jumping was by trial and error, of course. It was only remarkable that
sometimes we got out of there without anybody getting seriously hurt the first year. After the
first year, why we haven't made…I was just going through our project report and we were hired
for $2,300 a year of course, but just through the summer months, and our whole project we
had just six of us jumping. Plains and everything, we jumped on nine fires and it cost us—what
the heck was it, $9,037 for everything. The cost of everything, all the equipment of course. The
chutes we had gotten from the experiment the year before. We included the cost of the planes
and the cost of everything else I think totaled up to $9,037.
DH: Do you have any kind of an estimate of what it would have cost to fight those fires if they
had not jumped?
EC: Well, we figured it would have cost over $30,000, that we saved over $30,000 our first year.
Of course, now $30,000 is just peanuts but then it was quite an expenditure. I think that second
year we had about the same and then as the years went on why we got to saving much more.
Then you couldn't tell really because we would get on a fire and get it out before it got
anywhere. You wouldn't know what it would have done if it had been three of four more days
before anyone got to it.
DH: Can you describe the planes that you jumped out of?
EC: Well the first plane that we had was the Travel Air, and it was a single engine, I don't think it
had a, well, I guess I don't know what kind of a motor it had. They were just the old regular
Travel Air. The Trimotor of course, which had three motors. The Tin Goose and there used to be
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regular planes that were used in those years. They were the best for getting in and out of
places. For jumpers of course, you could get out, we could stand right out on the step on both
the Travel Air and the Trimotor and signal the pilot when to cut the motors and then we would
take off. We would go off; everybody would have their own spot. Of course, because the first
year we didn't have a spotter, Ruf spotted himself out and I spotted myself out. And right on
down the line.
DH: What is a spotter?
EC: The spotter is selecting the place; he is figuring where to jump. Right now, we have guys
that goes along that does that, he hasn't got the gear on, he has got his spotters pack on. We
had our suits on would spot ourselves. When we made our first jump the air was so rough Ruf
had been sitting on this box and we had been juggled around a bit. When I come around to
jump I had my hand on the rip cord here, and we hit an air pocket in there that was so bad that
I left the box and went up to the top of the fuselage and when I got to the top of the fuselage I
was kind of bent over and I was facing the guy who was fixing the cargo and he left the bottom
of the plane and was right up top with me. [laughs] His eyes were about that big around. When
I came down, I had pulled the rip cord out of the housing, but I hadn't pulled the, I hadn't
cracked the backpack. I still had the backpack to jump with though. It was really rough that day,
man I tell ya, we would never jump in that now. Well, we just made up our minds that we were
going to jump and that is all there was to it.
DH: How many men would be in the plane for a jump?
EC: It used to be that we had just two then we got so we carried three. Two with their gear or
three without any gear. If you just went on a training jump, you could carry three, but if you
went on up to jump a fire and had the fire equipment, we would have two in the plane.
DH: What was the altitude of the plane when you would jump?
EC: We tried to get it at 2,000 feet. Between 2,000 and 2,300. Then we got to coming down a
bit, get it down to around 1,5000. Very seldom any less.
DH: What was the air speed of the plane?
EC: Oh I suppose it was maybe 50 miles an hour. I think when you cut the motor and cut
everything down we weren't going that fast. We would get out there and the breeze blow by
your face all right but it wouldn't affect you much. Most of them they would look up in the air
but it never bothered me at all. I used to like to get up there and I would look right down to
where I figured the spot Kas. Then I would figure out [unintelligible], I was pretty lucky getting
into the places.
DH: How long would it take to go from the plane to the ground?
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EC: Oh I don't know, I suppose a couple of minutes. You are not in the air for very long. I
suppose when you get up at 2,000 feet you are probably, when you come down just normal you
would be in the air a little longer. We had a guy one time we trained here; he was an Army guy.
He made a high altitude jump in Nebraska in a corn field. He had an altimeter, and he made a
record jump all right but he never did pull his rip cord. He went flying down there in the corn
field, I don't know what altitude he was at. We didn't have very long in the air I know that.
When you made decisions, you stand down here on the ground, the decisions were so damn
much different than they are when you are up there. Because if you jump out, you go down,
well you got to do something right now. You think, I jumped out one time up here and I pulled a
snap on my ripcord, and I'll bet I thought of 30 things and I thought I was pert near the ground.
It looked like a normal opening from the ground, they said. Everything comes so plain and clear
to you there because you know you have to do something. You get on the ground you don't
have that pressure. You think of things, but you don't think of them neatly as quick as you do up
there. You know damn well you got to; you don't have too much time after you jump out. We
had rip cords of course the first year. Then after we got our static lines why it was quite a bit
different.
DH: What kind of things do you think about when you step out of the plane?
EC: The thing that really surprised me more than anything is the way that you felt. I thought just
as sure as I left the door that I was having butterflies in my stomach. You just get out there in
the air and you just feel like a bird there when you get your chute opened up. Your chute opens
up and you float down and you don't realize you are landing until you get pretty close to the
ground. Then you start thinking about where you are going to land. You try to be, you try to
land as accurately as you can. The thing you got to do is take up as much slack as you can with
your legs and then you would get off your feet and roll. You couldn't take it all in. your legs, if
you came down too hard you would smash into the ground.
DH: Were tree landings pretty common?
EC: Tree landings were real common. They were used, we used reproduction mainly for landing.
They made the best landing that we had. That is what we call a feather bed landing.
[interruption]
DH: What was the sequence of events after you landed?
EC: On the first fire jump?
DH: On any jump. Was there any procedure that you had to follow?
EC: No, we didn't have anything set up. Of course, you retrieve your gear. When we first started
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out, we had the silk parachutes, our Eagles were all silk parachutes and if we didn't get them up
off the ground the grasshoppers would chew holes in them. They just loved those silk
parachutes and if a grasshopper got in there he would go through it about 20 times in nothing
flat. Just little holes. We would be patching those up. The first thing we would do is retrieve our
gear, depending on the fire. Then we would get our fire packs and get up on the fire. Actually,
when we first started out, one thing that was bad was we never had any water on the fire. You
would take your canteen and the first thing you would have to do is go after water. We only did
that a couple of years. Finally, we got big five gallon cans of water and dropped these cans with
each jumper, a couple of those with each set of jumpers so they would have water. The reason
we did that was we jumped up on the Kootenai, I jumped four guys on the Kootenai one time
and this one lookout was there and they sent him down after water. It was dry. They were all
out of water and they went down there, and he was going to go down there and get water he
said he knew where he could get water.
So he went down and he met the packer and the packer told him, he was pert near out to
where the water was, the packer told him there was a spring right up there close and they
would get it when they got up there. The packer went up there and the spring was dry when
they got there. [laughs] The kids never had any water. They pert near killed that lookout, and
they come back. They was really beefing so I said we will straighten that up. We will drop water
with us. First, I started out with these big ten-gallon milk cans and then we got down to these
little five-gallon square cans. We used those for years until we got these plastic ones.
DH: What kind of gear would you have in a fire pack?
EC: We had our flashlights, we used to pack compasses, we had a Pulaski and a shovel,
[unintelligible] little shelter house we called it that we could roll up in and that's all we had for
beds or anything. Then we had our K-rations, and a few essential things.
DH: Did you ever know anyone who carried a good luck piece with him when he jumped?
EC: No I didn't. Never knew of anybody.
DH: Would you consider smokejumpers to be a superstitious lot?
EC: No they were far from that. I'll tell you, after you get started and you make your first jump it
is just every day, its just an everyday job. It isn't anything special. Lot of them make more of it
than it actually is. It is something that never did bother me. I mean I could go any place at any
time and step out of a plane. After I got started in the project, after the first year I was squad
leader and then I would only get to jump when my squad jumped. Then I got to be foreman
right away and then I would only get to jump when probably our crew of 15 or 20 jumped.
There were a number of years through, there in the first 11 years that I jumped, I only got 46
jumps, and I had 17 the first year. We got two of them in the winter. I jumped twice in the
winter to get that parachute approved, the Derry Slot approved by the CAA which was the FAA
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then.
DH: What was it like jumping in the winter?
EC: You would come down maybe a little harder. I think those two landings I had, I had to jump
one of them over on Hale Field and then I jumped one on the new county airport. I am pretty
sure that I could have broken a leg if I had landed on the runway. But I landed right between
them and it was in February with kind of a spring thaw. My feet went into the, well they went
right down into the mud. The next time I landed was about 20 feet from there and hit and
bounced. It was tough, the air just seemed to leave the chute. It was worse on the county
airport than at Hale.
DH: Wasn't it cold to jump like that?
EC: Oh no, it was very warm. We went up one time over here at Hale Field, we went through a
few little spits of snow and hailstorms. Derry was going to jump in the smaller chute, and he
was going to get down and take pictures as we were coming down, but he was the last one
down. We were all on the ground and he never got any pictures of that.
DH: What would you have to do after you got the fire out?
EC: Main thing then was to measure it up and you had to pack your gear up. Either get it up to,
sometimes we packed it all the way out on our backs, but normally if we could get it out to a
trail where stock could get to it, they would generally come in there with a pack string. They
would have pack stock in the district. Now after a number of years they have got away from the
pack stock and into the copter. Copters would fly in and get it. Lot of times they would pick the
jumpers right off the fire.
DH: Did you ever have any unusual experiences during a pack out?
EC: No, nothing in particular. After the season one time I was packing a lookout down, the Tony
Point lookout, I went up to pack it down for the district. There was a four-year-old colt there, I
had stopped there because one of the kids were hunting. I was stopped waiting for them and
the colt was grazing away there, and by god, I went to walk up to him, I spoke to him and
everything. He just planted both feet, one right here and the other here [gestures to his chest],
right on my ribs. He picked me up literally picked me up right off the ground, I went over the
trail and down into these snags. Some old burnt snags and things. The sweat was just rolling off
me and I could see everything. I got up and I looked around, but I couldn't get a damn breath of
air to save my neck. I thought I was going to stand right there and watch myself die, by god, I
had every bit of breath out of me. I just couldn't get anything started. I tried to, I got kind of
scared there for a while. Pretty quick I got a little gasp of air, it didn't bother me after I got to
breathing again. I just got the wind knocked clear out of me. He hit me with both feet, he broke
three ribs, I never knew they was broke at the time. I went ahead and worked that next week,
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and then when I came out, I went to the doctor and found out that three of them were broken.
That was the only time I got hurt in the jumping, I never got scratched or hurt and I wasn't
jumping then. I never did get hurt at all and I jumped for 11 years. I jumped in pert near
everything. It seemed like a lot of our people never, well they would get excited, they would
jump out, and until they landed, they wouldn't maintain their balance or something. Because
goldarn it I jumped with a lot of them where they just, well, I jumped the last jump I made
down there we were doing for what we thought was an elk lick, what we thought was bare
ground. When we got down there it was a rock outcrop. We got down to it and I seen that it
wasn't I pulled off into a little space there and landed. Gosh, the other guys coming down, they
would get down there and I would holler at them, but they would take off. Some of them
landed in the snags and they missed any of it. They just didn't seem to—at first, they didn't
have enough experience or something, just didn't seem to guide their chutes the way they
should have. [pauses] Ruf was an exceptional jumper, he jumped out of the Travel Air and for
some reason or another, I don't know what it is, but he would just disappear right straight
under and just get a perfect opening all the time. Ruf Robinson when he jumped. Some of
them—
DH: How long would it take to respond to a fire?
EC: When we were in at Moose Creek, hell we had to order the planes from here [Missoula].
We jumped up here in Blodgett canyon one time and I think we put in the call at about, oh hell
about two o'clock in the afternoon. By the time the plane got in there, we had the Trimotor
then, there was six of us jumped, by the time the plane got in there and everything it was about
7:00, by the time we got started. Then we flew in over those crags and things, I was skeptical
about finding a jump spot right up on that Montana Idaho line, and yet when we got in there,
there was a little spot just above this lake. It was about 50 yards from the fire and not much
further than that from the lake. There was about an acre spot in there and when we come
around we had to come in between, right by two great big bluffs. We were crowding in as close
as we could so we could—I put my little drift chute out if it went out over the lake we would
have been stuck. We couldn't have jumped there. But it didn't, it went back into the cliffs. So
we went back out over the lake and dropped the guys out and I couldn't drop them but one at a
time in that Trimotor. We generally would drop two or three, but I couldn't take that chance
because the spot was so damn small. If one of them would stand on the step for a while he
probably would have landed in the lake so I just jumped them out one at a time. Then I had my
suit on, I was spotting, I talked to the co-pilot and he was going to drop our gear. I jumped out
last that time after I got all the rest of them spotted out. That was the only time I went just to
jump.
[Break in audio]
DH: Did you have a high washout rate for that first training season?
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EC: No, one guy from Lolo—we went out to take this cadet's physical, and he didn't pass his
physical. That was Leonard Hamilton, and he couldn't pass the physical, so he had to drop out.
We selected seven to start with and then after we got going this Bill Bullen—he had kind of a
different disposition than the rest of us, I guess. He would be laying in bed at night, and he
would do more jumping [laughs] at night than the rest of the daytime. He would get excited
about it. When we were sitting there before we jumped the first day, he is talking about getting
hung up in the tail and all that stuff, floating across the airport. He said by god he wasn't going
to get caught up in the tail [of the plane]. The next morning when he jumped out [laughs] he
fell about 500 feet before he pulled the rip cord and when he pulled his rip cord, well those old
Eagles boy they would pert near bust you in two if you was going. They would open from the
top down; they would just plop you. You could hear them pop and you could see the dust flying
clear from the ground. He come down about 500 feet, well when he opened it, it really shook
him up. He didn't jump for three or four days after that. Then he went up, he made a lot of trips
up that he never jumped. He backed out and finally, by god, he just gave it up. He made three
jumps but he never—Jim Alexander was just about as bad. He made one jump; the first jump he
made he got his arms tangled up in the lines. Those, when you come to the end of that Eagle
you are coming to the end of the lines and then you got such a shock, he just bounced right
back up. A lot of times you find yourself way up in the canopy when it hit and then the lines
were scattered all around and if you didn't keep your arms and leg to yourself then you would
be liable to get yourself tangled up in them. He did get tangle up in them, he went a number of
times and we would go up together and he would say "Now if you would let me out on that box
I'll jump first. You pick out the spot and I'll jump. You tell me when and I'll jump." Well we
would get out and before we got half way up to Seeley, that is where made some of these
jumps why he would say "No I think you had better get on the box. You jump first and I'll follow
you." I told him that was okay. So I would get up and jump and I would look up. Old Alexander
would come out, for a couple of times he would do that.
Finally, we went down to Moose Creek and we talked him into going. He had just two jumps
when he went into Moose Creek. We went down there, and he made a practice jump, he got
up. I jumped out first and he said he would jump, by god he was going to jump next time. He
did, I saw him, he let go with his arm the side of the Travel Air. He just went over, and he went
down in a big swan dive. When he come back up he was in just about perfect position when he
pulled his ripcord. I looked up there and I could see every move he made, I watched him there
and when he come back up he was just in perfect position. He was kind of bragging when we
got back so I said to him "Do you know just exactly what you done?"
"Well, no not really," he said, "but I know something happened there."
I said, "I don't mean to knock the wind out of your sails but you went clear around in a swan
dive. You was heading down and you come back up and when you got back up you was right in
perfect position when you opened." He was, he was in perfect position. When he first jumped,
he and I went together, and the first jump we made we had our hand on the ripcord and as
soon as you got away from the plane you would count 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, and then you would
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be far away enough and then you could pull your rip cord. Then he would pull. By god he
missed his ripcord, and boy when he went back the second time he went back with both hands
and he grabbed that rip cord. He got his arm tangled up in the lines and sprained it.
DH: What kind of work was involved in project work?
EC: That first year we had to work on digging a ditch, we were digging a ditch there. Project
work is really important and a lot of the kids, some of it, it wasn't the best in the world. They
didn't like to do some of the project work. It was something that would keep you in shape. We
tried to pick out the kind of work that would really keep you in good condition. It wasn't like
sitting in an office or something like that. You almost had to have that in order to keep the guys
in shape. As soon as we got a crew laying around doing nothing they would get a little antsy.
You got to keep in shape. We figured all the time through, all the time that I had charge of the
project, which was something like 25 years, we always kept them busy.
DH: What kind of work did you make them do?
EC: Any kind of work that there was. Any work on the district, like we worked on trails, we
worked there that first summer we built a ditch with pick and shovel. We worked on that with a
team of horses and mules. Then the next year we peeled logs and built a barn. In '41 we built a
shelter, what they call a choppers notch, one of these fancy log shelters with the pointed logs
and we put a , that was right on the airport for recreationists to stay overnight in. In these
shelters they had supplies for emergencies in the wintertime. Then they would leave those
shelters open in the winter for the trappers and game wardens and anyone coming through.
They would have a place to stay. We built this one and Ruf and I were so damn particular
getting all of these pointed logs pointing just right and sharpened with what they call a
choppers notch. We left for about an hour one day and the darn kid that was working with us
went and sawed those off square. Said he was going to dress it up to look like something. Ruf—I
thought he was going to blow up at first, his hair stood up about halfway on his head, his face
turned red, and pretty soon he busted out laughing. [laughs] God I tell you, it was something.
That same kid when we was over at Six Mile airport out here in the spring training we were
putting a fence around a stack and that same kid was driving a fence post with a big rock. He
had that big rock on the top of the fence post pounding on it. Then he let go of the rock and left
it on top of the fence post and got down there and shook the rock off on his head. Split his head
wide open with that rock. So we didn't have much confidence in him anyway. A lot of people
don't even know that this Six Mile airport that we used, it was out before you got to Nine Mile,
very few people knew we used that airport.
DH: How long did you use that strip?
EC: A couple of years. One kid jumped out there I remember, a kid by the name of Reed. We
first started out, well we were talking about mistakes, we had steps that we stood up on to
hook up our static lines. But we never put the pins in them to safety them. We just had the
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maps there and this kid jumped out and the static line from the jumper before him hit that line
and he went out without his static line. Without pulling his ripcord at all. What he did was pull
his ripcord, that was the second year when we had these regular static lines. He went out and
his line jumped off the static line, he come down and finally pulled his emergency chute when
he got about halfway down. Landed right into a creek in some willows [laughs]. He caught his
foot up in a crotch of a tree and he was hanging head down when we went in there to get him.
Finally, just before we got there he kicked out of that crotch in that tree and fell right into the
creek. He had quite a day there. Every once in a while, we would have a guy pull his emergency.
I was dropping a bunch off, I had come over the top of a hill and I was dropping them in about
the middle of the hill. This one conscientious objector, this was in '43 or '44, his line come off
and I could see it just when it left the static line. I reached for it but I just lacked about three
inches of grabbing that line all the way out the door. He went down in a big swan dive. Well we
had come over the top of this hill, and we was jumping the guys back into the hill but he was,
he had such a trajectory that he went down way down below where we was dropping the other
guys. I thought he had hit the ground for sure. I kept a hollering at him, they cut the motor, and
he could hear me, but he was kind of a slow thinking kid. By god, he got down about, and I had
given him up almost, and pretty soon I saw a little bitty white pilot chute come out from his
emergency. The chute hit and he oscillated twice and hit the ground and never scratched him.
He was all right. We put him on KP for a while, two weeks for that but it wasn't really his fault
either. But he didn't, it didn't seem to bother him a damn bit.
DH: What would you do with your free time when you weren’t jumping or on project work?
EC: In Moose Creek we had probably some of the best fishing that there was. And we had the
airport fixed up. We had dynamite under a big stump and we had it all ready to touch off if we
got a call. They would touch off that and we could hear it up and down the river for quite a
ways. Ruf and I done an awful lot of fishing. We would get 18-inch trout there, natives. My arms
would get tired of dragging in fish of that size. And we had numerous other things. We didn't do
much athletics the first two or three years, we did after we got going about the third or fourth
year. We had regular baseball games and things up there at Nine Mile and Six Mile.
DH: What about during the off season? What would you do with yourself?
EC: The first four years of course I went to school and I never did, a lot of people were seasonal.
But from the time I started I was either going to school or working. One winter, the first winter
after I jumped I could have worked, but I stayed and built my house here in Missoula.
DH: Did you get together with the other jumpers in the winter and trade war stories from the
season?
EC: I never got to get into the war. I am kind of surprised that I didn't. I got called and the Forest
Service got up an occupational deferment for me. Because I was the only one left in the
jumpers and I had two kids and they just got me an occupational deferment. But you know I
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never knew that until after I retired. They sent all my retirement papers to me and it was a
folder about like that [about three inches] that they had trying to get that damn occupational
deferment. Nobody ever said a word to me about it. They just didn't call me.
DH: Do you feel that there is any kind of a special disposition that a person has to have to be a
smoke jumper?
EC: Yes, you have got to be determined and you have got to be energetic. I mean, of course, we
just wouldn't tolerate somebody that just wouldn't pay their way. I got rid of a lot of people in
there, but I think for their own good and mine and for the organization. We had built up a
pretty good organization. We had some of the best men in the country and we had them in the
organization. If I think about it we had a pretty good standard set. In '46 for instance we had all
new men. We got 150 men. They didn't have field experience they didn't have other
experience. Some of them had just come back from the Army and some were just getting out of
school. I went on fires, three or four fires with them. Between the time they got through
training in July, around the first of July we got through training. By the 8th of August I had
gotten rid of 33 of those 150. The people down at the Federal Building thought I was crazy but I
still contend there is more use of flying a mediocre guy to a fire where it cost so darn much to
fly him than to take somebody that you couldn't trust, you never could trust. We just
automatically got them off, by god we were pretty rough on them for a while. When they got to
getting in the jumpers they knew damn well they had work to do and they knew what they
were cut out for. We had plenty of applications we didn't have to be selective at all. We had
about 1,000 applications and we would get about 70 people out of those. We would only take
those that Forest Service had rated as very good or better. I would much rather sometimes take
an 18-year-old kid that was a damn good worker, I would rather have him than anybody, and
we had some good ones in there—still have.
DH: What was your most memorable jump?
EC: I think probably the first one. I don’t know any more. I jumped with a 74-man crew over of
Call Mountain on the Flathead and jumped there but it didn't last long. We got the fire out in no
time and the crew come in relieved us in the next day or two. We had three DC-3 loads and just
about the time we were changing, our DC-3 load we started out with 22 men and all their gear.
When we started to get safety-minded, we cut down, at this particular fire was about the last
one that we all, all three of the DC-3's loads of 22 men each. About eight or nine of them was
from up there at Big Prairie and they walked in on the fire. I jumped on a number of others but
that one I can pretty much remember. I took 20 jumpers over to Dearborn Creek over on the
Sun River Country. We put out 121 acres in two days. I left four men there to patrol it while we
come out. We had to walk into it. We went over to fly into it, but hell, there was 50 mile an
hour winds and we couldn't jump. So, we landed out there at Augusta on the prairie and we
walked in. It was so windy that it was a day before we could get our fire packs dropped in to us.
We put out that fire alone and the CPS-ers at that time were getting about, oh, I think it was
about five dollars a month for hospital and that was all they got otherwise. They got their
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subsistence. My own expense was not very damn much. We put out that 121 acres I think the
[laughs] cheapest of any fire that has been put out in the region.
DH: I have just about exhausted my list of questions, is there anything that you would like to
add that maybe we have missed?
EC: Well, I don't know, other than possibly the introduction of the CPS people and the 555th
Battalion of Negroes that we jumped. It was pretty much routine from the time that we started.
I actually got in on a lot of it myself. I jumped for the first 11 years and then I was in charge
after the first year, the development and everything. Then when we took the jumpers in, why,
they did get a person in to be the project officer. When we first got the CPS-ers we had a little
trouble at the remount. This guy wrote up a letter, and he accused everybody of everything.
The letter never should have been sent out. I had the feeling that something was wrong. I was
up at Nine Mile and I had come down and I found out they had 17 letters already out in the mail
saying this guy done this and accusing this guy of that. I just told them we don't send anything
out like that in the Forest Service. I got them to change it. They tore up all those letters, and
they said what are we going to do if something happens. I told them to just write up a
memorandum and put it in a file but don't accuse anybody of anything. They said some of the
packers up there refused to work with these guys and all this and that. Somebody said this and
somebody else said that, and I said you just don't do that in the Service.
We got that changed but somebody got a hold of that other letter that they had wrote up and
disrupted our files and called Ed McKay up and he went up to the roof on that. It was really a
mild one, so we went down to settle it, we met the guard. The regional forester, who was Clyde
Webb at the time recommended that this Carter we had in there as project leader that he stay
and just do the administrative work. We worked that out in the field between Ed McKay and I.
From then on, I had charge of the jumping part and he had charge of the administrative part.
He only stayed on a couple of years. Then I went on out the ranger districts for seven years
down on the River of No Return on the Red River District on the Nez Perce on the Salmon. I
went up here to Noxon for two years. Then I come back here as superintendent. I had charge
until I left in '71.
DH: Is that all you have to add?
EC: Well, we can get together any time so you can get enough of this stuff. I got a damn book
coming out and that book should be out about the middle of next month. That goes through all
of this crap. A guy could, well if I had the script a guy could get any awful lot off of it. I went
through about five years getting it in and last year I finally made up my mind I was going to
finish it up. I did. I worked night and day on it last summer and I got it. I went back to the Mann
Gulch Fire and I went back to the regular board of review. We never did have an exact record of
the Mann Gulch Fire, just exactly what happened. So I went back to that. That was where 12 of
our jumpers got burned. I went through that in detail about three or four different times,
different ways before I got to—boy, I tell you I was pert near fit to be tied until I got that thing
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finished. Now I think I got it to where it can be understood but maybe by the time it comes out
there will be a hell of a lot of criticism. I'll probably find out about it in the first couple of years.
DH: Thanks for the interview and I think that just about covers everything that we wanted to
talk about today.
[End of Interview]
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